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A L L  C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  T O  B E  A D D R E S S E D  T O  T H E

C H IE F  F O R E S TE R

THE GOVERNMENT Of 
THE PfiOVINOE Of BRITISH COIUMBIA

V i c t o r i a ,  B.C.

F O R E S T  S E R V IC E  
RESEARCH DIVISION

November 26, 1954 

Quote Pile; 051597

Mr. T. P. Decie,
Forest Experiment Station, 
ALEZA LAKE, B. C.

Dear Tim;

In reference to Clew's working plan I expect you 
will have heard that Mr. McKee felt that the original objective 
was being missed and that the approach, vrhile being scientific perhaps 
would not be appreciated by the operators. He reccsnmends a strip tally 
of specific sales on which Glew has examined, but with which the operators 
are in disagreement, I might say I took the plan to Stokes and McKee 
because I questioned what the objective was and without this knowledge 
the plan could not be appraised.

The working plan does not contain sufficient information. 
In using the work "assess", vAat is the basis for assessing blowdown, 
other than a figure for average volume per acre. It seems to me the 
only way to assess blowdoim is in terras of residual volume or better 
still increment over a definite period such as years to anticipated 
next out.

The use of randomized plot seems sound but the size and 
number of plots is quite inadequate. Too many plots would have zero 
blowdibwn and some nearly 100^ with the result that with so few plots 
the standard error of the mean wotfLd be useless in my subsequent analysis 
of variance.

In regard to subsequent analysis of variance. I cannot 
appreciate the proposed stratification. My first thought is that 
regardless of age, site, geographic location or date of logging, is 
blovdown excessive (on an xmstated basis) in marked timbersales. Or 
perhaps a canparison between marked and diameter limit sales is intended. 
What about normal blowdown as it occurs in virgin stands. I cannot see 
that a comparison between timbersales, and working circles will lead to 
any vsiluable information, nor do I feel that a comparison between working 
circles rates high in a priority of possible variables, gome hypothesis 
of the cause or blowdown should be set up and the analysis designed to 
substantiate or otherwise this hypothesis.

This leads to Alan's chief coraraent, that no information 
is given as to how the data is to be analyzed to provide specific answers 
to unstated objectives.

In view of Mr. McKee's directive it seems unnecessary to 
go into further detail of Mr, Glew's Working plan

Yours truly,

■  ̂ R. H. Spllsbury,
 Fpr«ster-i/c
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Prince George, B. C. November 25th, 1954
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Attention; Mr. W.C. Phillips

For your information, Mr. Decie has forwarded for consideration 
of our Research Division, Mr. Glew's proposed rules for a blowdown study 
in marked sales. The scientific analysis of the methods proposed will 
be left to the Research Division but what we would like to establish is 
the first principle of this effort.

As we understood it after the last meeting with Northern Interior 
Lumberman's Association, our main objective was to convince them that your 
tabular analysis of the loss through blowdown on the various marked sales 
was an authentic estimate of the loss. Through the efforts of Mr. Killy, 
etc., two or three of the timber sales in particular were picked out and
the estimate severely criticized as being inaccurate. In one or two cases,
you yourself were not too sure of the figures of blowdown as they were based
on htirried field work due to the necessity of getting the table made up before
you came to Victoria. Our first effort, therefore, should be to re-examine 
in comnany of a representative of the Northern Interior Lumbermen's Association 
the few sales on which the questions were raised and if necessary a 100/S 
measurement made of the windfall in the blowdown area plus say a 20^ cruise 
on the remainder in order to convince the representative of the Northern 
Interior Lumbermen's Association that the final figure that you arrive at 
on this second look is one beyond argument.

Having satisfied yourself and their representative on the ones 
which there is doubt, we would suggest taking him over two or three of the 
other sales so that he gets an idea of the authenticity of your figures 
on them.

This is certainly not a scientific approach but our main objective 
at the present time is to convince the Association that oiu* figures are 
accurate enough for all practical purposes. Is it not possible to work out 
something along the above lines rather than take 25 plots in each strata 
which will mean exactly nothing to a logger.

(Pigned)

R, G. McKee,
Ass't Chief Forester 
i/c Operations.

RGMtRD

051597



Mr. R. H. Spilabury, 
Forester l/c 
Research Division, 
Victoria.

/////////////
Forest Experiment l̂ t̂ion,
B.C. Forest Service,
Iftftza ^ke, B.C.
22nd Nov. 195̂

Dear Dick,
I enclose a Working Plan prepared by D.R. Glew for his proposed 

Blowdown Study which he has asked me to forward to you for criticism and sug
gestions.

In accordance with the Chief Foresters suggestion Glew wrote to 
the N.I.L.A. welcoming an observor from them. Copies of hie letter and the 
reply I** received are enclosed.

’ hilst Glew does not feel the necessity to change his W.P. to 
suit the N.I.L.A. he is Interested in presenting an adequate and feasible 
plan.

As I understand the last paragraph of page 1, plots will bo 
established on sales, provided the sale is drawn out of the hat, the year 
following completion of the sale. On the larger long-termed sales (7 yrs) 
blocks of l60 acres will be treated as Timber Sales and become elegible for 
selection as they are logged off.

Tours truly,

T, P-Decie



C Prince George
0 p November 12th 54

Ic,o. Chief Forester -
attention: Mr. J.S. Stokes.

Northern Interior Lumbermen's Assoc. 
M. Silv, Wind Damage.

Northern Interior Lumbermen's Association, 
277 Dcaninion Street,
Prince George, B. C.
Attention: Mr. C.T»CXar9,
Dear Sir:

With reference to the suggestion made by Dr. C.D. Orchard, 
at the recent meeting held in Victoria, between the Forestry Committ
ee of the Northern Interior Lumbermen's Association and the Forest 
Service, and confirming the telephone conversation of even date be
tween the writer and Mr. G.T. Clare,we would advise that the Forest 
Service are in the process of contlniilng the collection of data rela
tive to tho incidence of blow-down on marked timber sales.

The Forest Service would, therefore, welcome a Representa?- 
tive frcHS your Assocatlon to act as an observer on the proposed study.

If the foregoing suggestion is acceptable to your Committ
ee, we would suggest that the details could be worked out between your 
Representative and the Forest Service, in order to arrive at a mutually 
satisfactory understanding. A

lours truly.
W. C. PHILLIPS, 
District Forester.
per:
D. R. Glew,
District Silviculturist,

DRG:dh
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UPPER FRASER SPRUCE MILI^ LIMIIED

Upper Fraser, B« C*, 
November 15, 1954*

District Forester, 
Prince George, 
British Columbia*

■

Attention; Mr. D. R. Glew.
District SUvlculturist

Dear Sir;
Reference is made to your letter dated November 12, and your
telephone conversation of the same date.
I wish to advise that Mr. L. deGrace has been requested to
contact you and draw up a working plan. When you have worked
out a plan for the coUectlon of data relative tO' the Incidence 
of blow-down and other pertinent data, such pl^ will be for
warded to the Forestry Committee of the Northern Interior 
Lumbermen's Association for study and approval before any actual 
field work Is undertaken.
I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. deGrace, and he will 
be contacting you very soon.

lours very truly,
UPPE)R FRASER SPRUCE MILLS, LTD.,

C. T. Clare, 
Manager.

CTO;ha
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B m W W  STUDY
r  ■in tr od uct io n

The recent moderate gales experl^^ed In late October 
caused heavy losses in widely separated area^ to natural 
phenomena. However, hlov7down due to Its natural distribution 
is a very difficult factor to assess and is liable to be over 
or under assessed. Estimates of the actual losses are generally 
subject to criticism based on an Intimate knowledge of an 
individual area to a degree of accuracy greater than the accur
acy to be derived from a random sampling of the same area.
It is therefore essential that in discussing the incidence of 
blowdown in terms of loss per acre any figures which are quoted 
result from a mathematically sound sampling plan.
OBJECTIVE

To assess the seasonal losses attributable to wind 
throw in terms of trees per acre by species and in terms of 
volume loss.
THE PROBLEM

In attempting to evaluate significant factors affecting 
windthrow, one is immediately confronted by the large number 
of variables which Influence the incidence rate. So that 
without elaborating in detail on the effect of such variables 
it would appear initial studies must be limited in scope to 
a study which is practical, feasible and of immediate value. 
Therefore, the initial study will be confined to answering 
the question posed by the objective and that the causial 
factors relating to the incidence will be the subject of a 
future study.
METHOD

The method to be used in the proposed study will be
based on a stratified system of randomized sample plots. The
plots will be h acre square plots ajjd will be located in the 
strata by means of the grid system and Tippetts book of random 
numbe!?s. The life of the plots will he 10 years and examina
tions will be made twice every year after the Spring and Fall 
Equinox. The following strata are to be used;-

1) Working Circle
2) Timber Sale
3) Forest Type
4) Date of logging.

Plots will be located as logging progresses and will be established 
over a 5 year period. No deviation will be allowed from the 
location as established by randomization. In order to conform 
with statistical procedures Timber Sales will be selected by 
drawing from a hat, the number of plots per sale will be based 
on the area involved —  l60 acres will he the unit size - 
however, Irrespective of size not more than 5 plots will 
located on one area. Furthermore, not more than 25 plots^wlll 
be located in each strata with the exception of (2) xirhlch is 
limited to 5.



- 2 -

Windfall occurlng in the plots will he tagged 
and the species, total height, d.b.h. recorded.

All plots must he located accurately and S.P. 
number obtained from Forest i/o Research; atlas notations must 
also be made by Victoria and Prince George.
RECORDS

Plots will be laid out with a staff compass and 
tied to some knox'm point. Each plot will be mapped at a snale 
of 5 chains - 1 inch on graph paper and filed in X 382 C by 
area. A plot register will he maintained opposite each map. 
Wlndthrown trees will be tagged at the base by means of 
standard metal tags and plotted on the plot map using the 
standard symbols as outlined In Sample Plot Methods - 1946. 
Robertson and Mulloy modified by B.C. Forest Service - 1954. 
Plot register will record wlndthrow by species - d.b.h. - 
height - age.

S P E C I M E N

a r e a ..............

PLOT REGISTER

T . X ....................

PLOT N O ...........

SPRING FALL

No, D.B.H. Ht. Age Remarks
16.7 86 154 Root 

cut by 
cat

Examination;-
June 55 R.L. Buxton 

J.O. Cann

Examination;-
W.J. Mahood Nov. 55.

No windfall since 
previous examination



A L L  C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  T O  B E  A D D R E S S E D  T O  T H E  

C H IE F  F O R E S TE R

THE GOVERNMENT Of 
THE PROVINCE OF BRITISH COUJHBIA

F O R E S T  S E R V IC E  
RESEARCH DIVISION

V i c t o r i a ,  B.C.

January 25, 1954 

Quote File; 051597

MEMORANDUM T O ;

Mr. T. P. Decie,
Forest Experiment Station, 
ALEZA LAKE, B. C.

Re; Permanent HLots in Marked Sales.

I have discussed your letter with A1 Fraser and we agree 
with you that serious consideration should be given to obtaining information 
on growth, regeneration and mortality on marked sales. However, I think we 
should recognize that these points are in themselves not sufficiently 
specific objectives to base a plan on. One objective we can agree on I 
think concerns management. We require growth information for inventory 
purposes in developing a management plan for the Aleza LsJce Station. Therefore, 
we must give a high priority to a sampling plan for particular application to 
current timber sales. In the past we have always favoured permanent plots 
I believe. I don't know how favourably impressed A1 is with recently 
discussed Swedish methods of temporary plots. At any rate A1 has been 
assigned the task of recommending a procedure to meet this objective.

Another example of a specific objective concerns growth 
regeneration and mortality in respect to site types. You have discussed 
this with Arlidge I believe and to that end a site type map <f X58443 has 
been prepared. The suitability of the randomly located plots for stratification 
on the basis of site type should be considered by you and A1 before the sale 
gets too far imderway, and a working plan drawn up.

In regard to the Crooked River Forest I believe there should be 
some specific objective to warrant classifying the plots as research and not 
Inventory procedure. Perhaps the younger age, thriftier stand conditions, 
distribution of diameters or new site types are worthy of a research study.

In regard to the coming stimmers program priority should be 
given to a ten year working plan, for Timber Sale development at Aleza Lake, 
and the Naver Forest study. The first item will be particularly important if 
a more active operator materializes on the scene. Your permanent plot sampling 
program is a part of this general program. In regard to the second item, have 
you and Dennis discussed the Naver recently. At the moment it is up to Dennis 
to present his view on cutting methods to be tried isn't it? This shouldn't 
be delayed too long for much discussion will probably follow before a plan 
crystalizes.



% . T. p. Decie, -  2 - January 25> 1954

Are you planning on coming to the coast this Spring on holidays 
or otherwise? If you are, an official visit to Victoria for a few days is 
warranted to discuss in greater detail this coming seasons program, othejrwise 
I shall visit Prince George.

I hope you are finding your new office accomodation satisfactory.

RHS /arc



Establishment of Permentent Plots on Marked" Sales in 
the Fort George Forest District.

Mr.R. H. Spilsbury, Forester i/c Research Division.

Now that the policy of "Marked sales has been in practice in 
this District for several years, there are several such sales cut-over.
By the Spring of 1954 there will be several more.

It is highly important that permanent sample plots be established 
on t ese sales with a view to determining the growth and behaviour 
of these stands following cutting.

In particular it will be necessary to learn,

Growth of residual stand,
Regeneration,
Mortality and windfall,
Estimate of cut, from stumps.

Plots are established on X58445 and some of these will be used 
after logging as permanent plots. On sales X42765 and 55791 no plots were 
established prior to logging.

In the District there are several sales , mostly in the Crooked 
River W/C, where plots could be //////// established.

I consider that this project should be given high priority, and 
should be started next summer. Priority should be given to the 
Spruce-Balsam Fir stand type.

are
Of immediate importance i/// decision on number of plots that 

should be established on each sale or the percentage of area that 
ahould be under sam|)le, size of plot and total number of plots that 
should be established. I believe that Mr. Fraser has had these points 
under consideration.

T. P-Decie.



FOREST SERVICE

F i l e  N o .

D a t e :  !l,
S U B J E C T :

Spot Seeding Experiaent.

A T T E N T I O N  O F : Mr. Descie,
R E M A R K S :

At the present time, our policy for 
the management of spruce is Based on selection cutting 
of, presumeahly, selection stands. However, there are 
many stands'* such as semi-open Bottom-land spruce and 
over-mature (open) spruce stands which have no 
potential residual trees and hemce are not suitable 
for single tree selection marking. The Beat we can 
do in the treatment of these stands is to nark a portion 
of the high risk trees with the objective of retaining 
an adequateIbt residual stand made up of what^ever there 
may Be of sound trees complemented By the required 
number of the Best high risk trees to keep the stand 
wind firm. In some stands this leads to the marking 
of either, only a small uneconomical number of trees 
or of a high percentage of defective unmerchantable 
trees.

An alternative treatment of these 
soruce stands is to use a group selection or patch 
systems of marking. But this treatment is only considered 
suitable if the patches are scarified such as would Be 
the case in summer logging. The only hitch to this 
is that the condition that Brings about most of these 
open spruce stands is wet ground conditions which are 
not suitable for summer logging,

Thprefore, the treatment of over- 
mat’xre or other open spruce stands which do not hpvean 
adequate residual crop is dependant on Being sure of 
obtaining proper regeneration. Since we are not yet 
sure how to obtain natural restocking, planting or 
seeding are the alternative. Planting is more expensive 
than seeding and the knowledge and success of either 
methods is not particularily conclusive in this region.

F . S .  7 5 — 1 5 M.9 5 3 . 2 eS 9  (2 )
S IG N A T U R E :



FOREST SERVICE

c
F i l e  N o .

c D a t e :

S U B J E C T :

Spot Seeding Experiment (Page 2)

A T T E N T I O N  O F :

R E M A R K S :

Past experiments indicate that scarification 
to expose mineral soil is a factor in obtaining restocking. 
Mechanical scarification is not jiat feasible - i,e,,lt 
can not be expected of logging operators at the present 
time therefore the next best solution would be spot seeding. 
This is the reason for intention to try this experiment.

The object ive is to spot seed by spot 
scarifying and hand sowing a few seeds. Such seeding has 
bbin successful (first .vear results) in the Peace Hirer,
The work in the preeent experiment is to be carried out 
in a manner similar to what could be expected from plain 
labor. The tools will be a broad hoe, a multiple tooth', 
hoe and a single narrow tooth hoe, and the seed will bo 
disseminated: -close; spread out; and along a scarified 
line a foot or two long. Some spots will be roughly 
covered, others left untouched after seeding.

The only control will be a few plots 
protected from mice by covering with a screen.

Conclusions will be drawn from the nesults.
If they are good, the experiment can be expanded, ifthey 
are patchy they may suggest factors for additional 
experiments or research. If they fail we’ve lost a day 
or two of work and a few ounces of seed.

D,M. TEIEW

S i g n a t u r e :
F . S .  7 5 — 1 SM- 3 SS -2 S5 & (2 )



PR O V IN C E  OF 
B R IT ISH  CO LU M BIA FOREST SERVICE D E PA R T M E N T  OF 

LA N D S AN D  F O R E ST S

Date____ 19_^Z
From..Z..^L__5-_______________  Office. Our File No___

To < J ^ c-k 'J> F Your File N o.-

Attention.

Referring to_

-Z -
^/cr. f t V C o jO'c S

 / /G Z f-

,!79^_ĉ _ z.  _-/Z_

★  F .S . 297—SOM (50)-749-2982 (8 )
(Signature). /  'J. .
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D IV IS IO N  O F  F O R E S T  B IO L.O S Y S C IE N C E  S ER V IC E

C A N A D A

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Lab, of Forest Path., 
714 Belmont Bldg., 
Victoria, B.C,

February 16, 1952.

Mr. L. de Grace,
Forest Experiment Station, 
Aleza Lake, B.C.

Dear Larry;

Thank you very much for collecting 
and shipping the Pinus oontorta scions eind cones. 
They arrived in perfect shape and have now 
been shipped East, The white forms arrived 
and have been sent to Mr. Hitt.

Again thank you for your cooperation.

With very best wishes,

Sincerely,

WAP/t W.A. Porter.



W. A. Porter.
Dom. Lab, Porest Path,
714 Belmont Bldg.
Victoria, B. C.
Jan. El, 195E.

Mr. L, deGrace.
Forest Experiment Stat-’on,
Aleza 4>ake, B. C.
Dear - ârry,

Tbank you very much for yonr letter of ^an. 11. Yes, I 
recall very pleasant meetings with you at U.B.C., an(^n the 
field in’45 and*46. And also with Winn. Abridge. We will 
have to catch up to oi^nother sometime, Perhi)a by ohat time, 
my typing will have improved.

It is very good of you to offer to supply the seed and 
scion collection for shipment to Mr. R. g. Hitt at Wisconsin.
I have received further information from Bob Hitt, so can 
complete the picture of collection and shipping.

Enclosed are some forms Bob sent along for recording the 
data on each parent tree, A total of 12 parent trees would 
be satisfactory, with 25-30 scions from each tree.
The following quotation is directly from his last letter.

’’ifjt would be desirable to have 25-30 scions from each tree. 
That way, expecting some losses, we would have a reasonable no 
left fDD breeding work. However, the more scions the better, 
especially from the selected trees. They should be taken from 
the top of the t±ees and the growth for 1951 should be as 
long as possible. They should be taken from trees that are 
flowering and the general form of the tree should be better 
than average. The scions should be cut in the 1950 growth zone 
of the twig.Such characters as fine branches, an nearly 90® 
branch angle with the axis of the main stem, a narrow crown, 
a well-prumed stem to the flrsmiving branch, and a crown 
length not ove:^one-half the total height of the tree,are 
all desirable in the selection. In preparing the scions for 
shipment, wrap in moist sphagnum moss, then burlap and finally 
heavy paper, "

Concerning the shipping, I dOyUot believe that it would hurt 
the scions to be frozen, should that happen. Would you please send 
the package with scions and seed express collect to this lab, Larry,
I will add local material, have the package checked by Plant Ispectlon 
here, and then ship away with border clearanges, and other red tape.

The notes on the material should perhaps be sent here under 
separate cover. I can s-nd the collectfcrn away whenever it is 
received, so whenever it will be convenient with you on receipt 
of this note to make the collections will be fine.

Again with many thanks, and all best wishes.
Sincerely,



/

///////////

Mr. R. H. Spilsbury, 
Forest Research Division, 
Victoria, B.C.

Forest Sxperiment Station, 
Aleza Lake, B.C.
3rd. June 1953

Dear Dick, Enclosed is a copy of a form presently being used by 
Forest Surveys. It suits the work we will shortly be doing on the 
Balsam in XL2765. Would it be possible to obtain 1000 ofjthese
as soon as possible.

Yours ever.

T. P-Decie.

\.
■ \

\



TREE PLANTING MADE EASY BY
H E W , A U T O M A T IC  M u ie f^ e tk r /
N o w ! Ycfc can seed o p e n  l a n d — *6 to 7  ocjes p e r d a y — at a cost o f  $2  o r $3  

on a cre  (1 / 1 0  the cost o f p la n tin g  seedlings). Perfect fo r sm aller are as. W rite  

o r w ire  Perpetual Forests, Inc., D exter H o rton  B Id g . o r p h o n e  A ^ i n  2 7 1 5 .

SIMPLE, EASY TO U S E -L IK E  A WALKING STICK!

A  SEID CO *

1. Load hopper with 
tree seed . . ,

2. Place planting head 
on ground . . .

3. Plunger pushes 
seed into ground

P E R P E T U A L  F O R E S T S ,  INC.
D E X T E R  H O R T O N  B U I L D I N G ,  S E A T T L E W A S H I N G T O N



P E R P E T U A L  F O R E S T S ,  I NC.
D E X T E R  H O R T O N  B L D G ., S E A T T L E  4

MR. L. A. DbGRACE 
ALEXA LAKE, B.C., 
CANADA

POSTM ASTER-'If undeliverab le for any reason, 
notify sender, stating reason on FORM 3547, 
postage for which is guaranteed.



Forest Experiment Station 
Aleza Lake, B.C.
Feb, 13, 1952

Ur. W,A. Porter 
Dora. Lab. Forest Path. 
714 Belmont Bldg. 
Vici.oria, B.C.

Dear Al,
Attached are data cards on eleven trees collected for 

cones and scions. All trees v;ere mature and felled for ties 
or sawtiraber within a few days of collection.

As it was necessary to drive some 75 miles from the 
Experiment Station to maxe the collection we hurried the job 
through in one day. It was difficult to assess tue trees with 
any degree of certaintly as to relative crown values, branching 
etc. They were all mature and dominant but growing for the most 
part aloviTly - much more slowly than they had say at 30-8O years.

There was no prospect of packing the specimens properly 
as our sphagnxxin is under several feet of snov/, so I shipped them 
air express figuri.+g that you would ha e them before any temp,
damage could occur. They were shipped on the morning of Feb. 12.

The stand in which the trees occured was Pine, spruce, 
balsam, and Douglas fir. The relative volume as nearly as I
could judge would be 30-4C-3 -5 und the stand about I30 years
old. It is young as stands go around here which probably accounts 
for the amount of pine present. All species appear healthy.

I hope the specimens will satisfy requirements.

Yours sincerely.

Lawrence A. deQrace 
Asst. Forester



S/VNNpivk
o INDIVIDUAL' TREE- RECORD' '

Date’
/7 V

Age .Yrs
Hgt. —O' Ft.
DBH Ins
Clear Length 3 S'

is V \ O u r , No^_

. CroTto Type

Last 10 Yrs, Gr, 
flTJ <!<»« ^

Branching

\

u .

' Fate 
EiZ7_
Good
Pair"
Poor'

I D I S . .
-J j -  J

-  Q -.  •■pli^ f
Branches: Light Medium Heavy
Self Priming: Excellent Good Intermediate Poor

1005̂ 75/ 75/ - 25/ :5>:r/

6
Cones: Yes l lo
Insect, Pimgus, Etc. Damage 
_ y r  ^  4 rf>A.

S e e ^  C o l l e c t e d  / _____
/>//ftf' /g." Srs’Ĵ  r- rsocî  .

_______________
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immimAh t y i s e  h b c o h d
^  SYLBOLISt:
Saif Pruning;— »by thlo 2 m&in tho oEtount of oloar butt balow 
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Forest I’lxp. Station 
/d.eza Lake, B.G# 
January 11, 1932

Mr. VY.A. Porter 
Lai), of Forest Path,
714 Belmont Bldg,
Victoria, B.C.

Dear Al,

To my knowledge there is no Pinua Bonksiana in this 
locality, I have never examined the local pines carefully 
for apparent hybridisation or difference of species, but 
believe that the forest Service considers the local species 
to be Pinus contorta.

As for seed and scion collections of the lodgepole 
pine I believe we could arrange to make these in the Prince 
«eorge locality at any time y u would specify \intil about 
March 3 1, I would appreciate another note from you on 
details of collection and shipment about the time the material 
is required. This note would servo as a reraindex- to us 
also and would insure the collection.

You flatter us by attributing a laboratory to our 
station and a Ph.D. to lay^elf. We are much more humlSe but 
I will assume that you are a W,A, Porter with whom I brushed 
shoulders in class and field in about 1943 and 1946 and be 
quite familiar. Let me know if I am wrong. Best wishes for 
the new year.

Sincerely,

Lawrence a , deGrace



D IV IS IO N  O F  SC IE N C E  S ER V IC E

B O T A N Y  * 'n  P L A N T  P A T H O L O G Y

C A N A D A

D E P A R T M E N T  O F  A G R IC U L T U R E

lab, of ̂ 4r, Path, 
314 Belmont Bldg., 
Victoria, B.C.

Dee. 27, 1951.

Ur. L.A. De Grace, 
Forest Exp. Sta.,
B.C. Forest Service, 
AIFZA LAKE, B.C.
Dear Dr, De Grace:

The forester in charge of tree breeding research in 
the Genetics Dept, at the University of Wisconsin, Madison,
Mr. E.G. Hit-̂  has asked me to supply him with scion material 
from Pinus contorta atid P. Banksiana. Do you have Pinos 
Banks iana near your station? Would it be possible fur yotir 
labotatory to make some seed and scion collections from t: 
of these two species which are of superior growth form ani 
send them to Madison, Wisconsin, about the end of February*1952? 
Probably about twenty-five scions from each of five trees 
of each species would be sufficient. I  can give more defifiite 
information when Mr. Hitt writes again.

' i r -  Ny^952? V
>

With best wishes.
Sincerely,

WAP/y W.A, Porter.
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
C OL L EGE OF A G R I C U L T U R E  

A G R IC U L T U R A L  E X P E R IM E N T  S T A T IO N

S C H O O L  O F F O R E S T R Y  T o m
BERKELEY 4, CALIFORNIA Pobruary 8, 1951

Mr. Larry deGrace 
Forest Experiment Station 
Aleza Lake, B. C.
Dear Larryr

Thank you for your letter of January 27 which I have 
read with interest and I shall look forward with much pleasure 
to the photographs you have thoughtfully suggested.

I have been impressed with the volume of construction and 
developmental work which has been done at Aleza Lake and I am 
sure it will be justified because of the importance of the 
management problems in the Upper Praser district.

You certainly have a problem in developing good cutting 
practices. That was the thing which impressed me when I was 
at Aleza Lake and your letter makes me feel again that It is 
the central and most Important problem. Fundamentally your 
task is the same as that encountered in the Southern Pine Region, 
in the West Side Sierra-Nevada in California, and in many other 
forest types.

The essential fundamental objective of management, apart 
from financial requirements, is to maintain and improve the 
productivity of the stand, jtfhere In your case the first ob
jective Is to cut in the natural wild forest so that the site 
will be left more productive after the cutting than before.
Then there will follow the long and never-ending task of 
building up this productivity.

I feel that in the first cut you should keep three ob
jectives constantly in mind.
1. Protect small and young trees, and indeed all residual stems, 
from damage in the logging operation. This cannot be stressed 
too much. We must work constantly to minimize logging damage. 
Everywhere throughout the West there is an enormous amount of



Mr. Larry deGrace - 2 - February 8, 1951

linnecessary damage arising both from the presence of heavy equip- 
ment__j.nd the careless use of such equipment. The cure can come 
onl^rrom careful training of woods superintendents, logging fore
men and individual workers of every type.
2. The removal of overmature, slow-growing, diseased trees and 
those susceptible to insects, partly to improve the rate of growth 
of the stand and partly to avoid future natural losses.
3. The arrangement of cuttings so that subsequent wind throw and 
breakage is minimized. This is a very serious problem in the 
Upper Fraser where so much of the spruce has shallow roots on 
clay soil; and so much of the balsam is likely to break off from 
wind after the stand is opened up. Economically and technically 
this is the most difficult problem to solve,

I should value your comments on what I have suggested above 
and if I can be of any help from time to time you must not hesitate 
to write to me. With best wishes for your responsible and interest
ing work.

Yours very sincerely.

Percy M. parr 
Professor of Forestry
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Forest iSxp. Station 
^leza Lake, B.C. 
^pril 17, 1951

Dear Harry,

If you have specific queries arising from the 
1930 summer's work I might he able to let you have 
something. Nothing however, is written up and I 
am just beginning to begin to start in the lull between 
now and opening of camp on May 13* 'Ve logged all winter 
and I was completely occupied,

I tried to tr ce the marking paper in Victoria 
when I was down but as Mr, McKinnon was away, I sent him 
a copy when you received the last one, iVill write about 
it and let you know if anything further is intended for 
it.

Sorry to miss you in Vancouver and trust you will 
have an intereaeting summer in Kamloops,

Sincerely,

u

i



TH E UNIVERSITY O F  BRITISH COLUM BIA  
VAN CO UVER. C A N AD A

April 9, 1951 
L. De (rrace,

Forest Experiment Station,
Aleza Lake, B. G.
Dear Larry:

Sorry that I missed you when you were down here. There are 
a great many things that I would have liked to talk over with you.
Now that I am writing my thesis for registration there are many 
aspects of spruce silviculture and;6anagement on which I would 
like some advice.

How are things going with you? I suppose that this winter has 
been hectic with roadwork taking a great deal of your time.

Have you prepared any tenative drafts of our summer's work?
If so I wonder if you could let me go over them to get the general 
picture and thereby give me further background for my thesis. I 
would guarantee to return any work within three days of receiving 
it if you have any gen to spare. I think that there could be some 
very Interesting conclusions drawn from our work and I do not think 
that they will agree'very closely with the ideas of Fraser and 
Alexander. It sure was too bad about Alec'.

By the way have you seen Ivor latelyf I wrote him to find out
about my thesis and have not heard from him yet. I could use it about
now because my copy in the library here is in demand.

>/hat became of the article we wrote on marking?
I expect to be working in thglCamloops district this s-umm.er and 

will return to Yale in the fall.
Hope to hear from you at your convenience.

Sincerely,
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Suggested Research Project 
Upper Praser Region - 1951

\ianagement Project Recommended

The lumber inddstry has been expanding rapidly since 
about 19k2. Stumpage prices have increased steadily. Much 
higher values are involved than was thought possible some 
years ago. The present heavy annual cut affects large areas 
of forest land and its character will determine to a large 
extent the productivity of the land during the next hundred 
years, A clarified management policy is necessary as a firm 
basis for the administration of :

1, Current timber sales.
2, Management licenses,
3* Pulp development.

Objectives

Research projects reported on by Barnes, Pogue, Frsser 
& Alexander, and others, have contributed to present manage
ment policy, Pogue in particular has influenced the general 
recognition of the necessity of residual stands after logging. 
The administrative tendency has been towards a blanket policy 
characterised by diameter limit and damage restrictions. As 
there is considerable variation of stand within the spruce- 
balsam type some refinement of the residual stand management 
policy is necessary* Experimental marking has arisen from 
the obvious failure of the dsykraeter limit approach. Forest 
administration requires at its disposal certain Information 
by which predictions can be made on the probable results of 
pursuing specific policy in specific stands. This project 
would aim at increasing the working knowledge on which man age- 
ment can be based.

In order to provide sound information as a basis for



for cuttiiig policy two a. proaohes laay be recognized ~ each 
^useful and complementary to the other, Th© first is experimental 
cutting with permanent plot studies - in which reproduction and 
growth are followed over relatively long periods. Such studies 
develop accurate results for specific areas hut are subject to 
error if application is isxtended byyond the area. Permanent 
plots must be well chosen to represent fairly general conditions 
or ;nuBt be widely duplicated. Such studies may have the 
advantage of highly accurate records (trees tagged etc), provide 
good assessment of such variables as mortality and ingrowth, and 
should be established very carefully. Their value increases with 
time .

The above approach,however, does not provide immediate 
information and forest administration is in serious need of 
knowledge which can be applied now. Conditions under which 
permanent plots are set up may not occur at all at the time 
when results are available for use. The second approach is 
Interpret the past in terms of the present and turn what 
information is obtained to immediate use. In the Upper Fraser 
region closed timber sales dating from the present to almost 
i+0 years ago are available for study. By reasonably careful 
office investigation and field examination, date of logging, 
volume logged, volume reserved a6 residual stand, and past 
and present growth rates can be determined. Light can be 
ttiTown on the type of treatment in the orginal stand which will 
provide specific results, Pogue*s study used this type of 
approach. Similar studios have been made in other forest types. 
Results can be presented in tenns of predications which are 
useful to administration. Results are immediate. This ty^e 
of study is important in formulating immediate policy and can 
be refined and corrected by the experimental cutting approach 
as information accrues, from the former method.



o
Some Suggestions

1* Study should he limited to true apruce-halsam type.
2. Temporary plots should cover a complete range of 

volumes and conditions at the time of logging, '-̂ hese 
might he partly determined from old files hut will 
also require ground examination. Generally the Ine 
formation required is not ohgcured hy time,

3. Development of residual stand from logging should he 
carefully measured.
The effect of mortality (wlndthrow) should he assessed 
and reproduction evaluated,

5* Development of after logging hums should he examined 
In terms of stqjs.lng and growth.

6, Study might he extended Into Feacre River for few 
weeks at the end of the season. There la Indication 
of a fairly high timber value In that region.



Report on Marking of Timber Sale X 50882 - R.D.l, McBride,B.C,
18A-C/1

-

Timber Sale X 50882, Map Reference ISA-C/l of which 182 acres la merchantable 
timber lleaS|between the McBride*Jasper highway, to the North, and the Praser 
river, to the South. The area Is accessible and topography more or less 
flat.

Timber type Is mainly Spruce with a small volume of Fir, 
Lodgepole Pine, Balsam and Poplar, Spruce alone was marked. Average 
diameter and height of crop stand are 16 inches and 80feet respectively. 
Age Is approximately 120 years. The stand is not very healthy.
Many of the trees show evidence of Pitch and Butt Rot,

It was decided to mark part of the area with paint guns In 
order to formulate some Idea of their efficiency as compared with 
axe marking.

It was further decided to cruise only a sample of the area 
marked each day while using paint guns. This was done on a time 
basis. Cmjlslng and marking were carried out simultaneously for a 
definite period of tln» each day. Total volume of timber marked per 
day was estimated by proportion. In order to ensure complete 
objectivity In the sampling, cruising commenced at a definite time 
each day. The above necessitated a careful check being kept on the 
actual man hours spent on marking and cruising.

Paint gims were used for 2 l/2 days, during which time 20 
acres of timber were marked, A 30% paint, 50% kerosene mixture was 
used in the guns.

The remaining 206 acres of the sale were marked by axe.
Following la a lint of costs for paint gun and axe marking 

as encountered on the sale t**
Laboxu* - 30 man days @ $10 per day $300.00
Living Expenses - 36 days @ $5 per day |180,00
Travelling - ff 23.70

Total #503.70
Cost of Material for Paint Guns
2 gallons paint © #7.60 per gal, # 15,20
2 gallons kerosene © 65p per gal. # 1.30

Total I 16.50
Total man hours worked • 113
• Cost per man hour worked = 503.70

= #4,46
(1) Hours worked with PalntX Guns • 14 
Total cost of operation of Paint

Guns s Paint Gun man hours ft cost 
of material 

= #62.44 ft #16.50 
= #78.94 “



• 2 .

Area marked with Paint Guns s 20 acres
Cost per acre » 78,94

= #3.95Total volume marked (paint guns) « 162 M,
Cost per M. * 78.94

"l?5
= 49jẑ

(2) Hours worked with axes ~ 92
Cost of Axe Marking = 1410.32

Total area marked (axes) = 162 acres
.*. Cost per acre = 410,32

162 
s #2.54

Total volume marked s 583 M,
Cost per M. s 410.32

583 
s 700

(3) Hours marking lines - y
Cost of marking lines = 131,22

The above costs, however, are not truly representative for the
following reasons!-
1, Paint recommended for use In gims could not be obtained,
2, Clogging of filter scree^ In guns with paint pigment and other 

extraneous material contained in the paint, necessitated constant 
dismantling and cleaning of the guns. This may have been a direct 
result of not using the correct paint,

3, Guns hold sufficient paint to mark only 3/4 of an acre at one 
filling. As marking was carried out In strips between boxmdary 
lines, 10 chains apart. It was necessary to walk to boundaries 
to refill the guns,

4* Much time was wasted mixing and screening poor quality paint 
and kerosene.

5. Both members of marking crews were inexperienced in handling 
paint gims,

6. One member of marking crew had little experience In marking 
technique.

7. A truly accurate account of time and costs were not kept,
8. The timber stand was not uniform. Portion marked by paint guns 

was more heavily stocked than that marked by axes,
9. Difficulty was experienced in keeping track of small interruptions

in the marking, e.g. smoking, questions, etc. In the immediate future 
it is recommended that a further experiment be carried out with 
the following provisos.
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T* The area to be marked should eonslst of a unlfoz*m block of timber, 
will be divided In two - one half to be marked with paint guns, 

the other with axes.
2. Very accurate check should be kept on time and costs.
3. Correct paint should be used In guns.
4. Marking be carried out by experienced men.
5. A minimum crew should consist of throe men.
6 .The area should first be marked and then sampled.
7. Coveralls and gloves be provided for the marking crew while

using paint giins.
8. If at all possible, paint gims of a larger paint carrying capacity 

should be employed. A design similar to the one-man back pump 
used In flre-flghtlng would be more efficient than those In use
at present.

W. Mullholland, 
Pore s te r • In-Tr a Inlng,

J.B. Weller
WM/pf Foreman - Marking Crow.
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Forest i^xperiment Station 
Aleza Lake, B.C.
Jan. 12, 1951

Mr. J.H.a. Smith 
0. B. C a

Dear Harry,
Attached is a much delayed report on marking. Have 

had several discussions with Eric Robinson in which we 
mauled and shifted around the mss. You will probably have 
difficulty recognizing your section although all ideas and 
thoughts are all incorporated. Would appreciate another 
criticism before it is put in final form.

lixpected to have this thing done much earlier but as 
you may have hear we are running a small logging operation 
here this winter. Our road clearing ?/ill reach the Bear 
in the next month and I expect we will have quite a 
over a million ft. of timber for sale. We have about 
800,oOO decked now. It is a horse logging operation at 
the moment but we are planning a switch to tree length 
and cats for the last two miles. We have had three cats 
going for the lâ t̂ while and can drive over quite a 
reapectfable road most of the way to the river.

Our plan is to push construction next summer and 
right on to completion during the following wihter.

I have heard that you are having a very busy 
winter but trust that you are enjoying it thorougniy,

dincerely.

Lawrence A, deGrace
Asst. Forester
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Forest Experiment Station 
Aleza Lake, B.C.
August 22, 1930

Mr. Charles A. Rowe
Algoma Central & Hudson Bay Rly.Co
Sault Ste. Marie

Sir,

Mr. A.P. MeBean, Chairman, Silvicultural Committee, 
C.S.F.E, some weeks ago requested that I do a short paper 
on "Historical Aspects amd Pertinent Examples of Applied 
Silviculture - Rocky Mountains and the Central Interior 
of B.C.", for the annual meeting of the C.S.F.E.

To keep the paper down to length it was impossible 
to mention and describe specific instances of sllviexiltural 
application. I changed the suggested title slightly and 
used a more general approach which I believe covers the 
terrltoiy which Mr. MacBean had in mind.

I trust the enclosed paper will fill your requirements.

Tours truly.

Lawrence A. d<Klrace 
Asst, Forester



A L L  C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  T O  B E  A D D R E S S E D  T O  T H E  

C H IE F  F O R E S TE R

THE 6CWERNMENT Of 
THE PROVlNa Of BRmSH COLUHBIA

F O R E S T  S E R V IC E

V i c t o r i a ,  B.C.

August l6th, 1950i 

File: 051597

M p. L.A. de Grace,
Forest Experiment Station,
Aleza Lake, B.C.

Dear Larry; -

Your letter of August 10th was received here on
August 14th and I have reviewed it hurriedly so that you may get it
hack before I leave for Sweden.

The article is brief and I imagine that is in
keeping with yoirr instructions but I would suggest you add a line 
or two to tell about the vrork in the Kamloops District. V/e started 
there i^ with an experimental area involving varying intensities
of cut followed it up vdth a milling study. Since then marking 
has been maintained as man-pov/er permitted and today at least one 
marking^is^ employed full time. Otherwise I have pencilled in the 
odd addition and correction and approve the paper for submission.

The annual meetings of the C.S.F.E., when held in 
the East have never been attended by any official Forest Service 
delegation. The Chief Forester has attended one or two in recent 
years as he happened to be in the East at the time on other business. 
Our Vancouver Island Section endeavours to assemble a fund to send the 
Section representative to such meetings but if one or two other members 
will be present in the cotirse of their duties then we do not send 
anyone. To the best of my knowledge there are no plans for anyone 
from this Forest Service to attend the 1950 meeting of the C.S.F.E., 
There is usually a delegation of five go to the Annual meeting of the 
Western Forestry and Conservation Association at Portland each 
December. One year there are three District officials and two from 
Victoria and the next year two from the District and three from 
Victoria.

Yours truly.

F.S. McKinnon, 
Forester,

FSMtph



P.O. Box 707,
Parksville, B.C.

Jvily 5th, 1950

Mr. L.A. de Grace,
Assistant Forester,
Forest Experiment Station,
Aleza Lake, B.C.

Dear Larry;

The Annual Meeting of the Canadian Society of Forest Engineers 
is being held Oct. 26-28 at Sault Ste. Marie. The program is being devoted 
to the subject ^Applied Silviculture".

As Chairman of the Silvicultural Committee, I was asked for 
suggestions with respect to papers, and was also asked to prepare one dealing 
with the Western Region. Owing to the great variety of conditions, which are 
due to the wide range of topography and climate, I felt that several people, 
acquainted with specific sections of the region, would make a more worthwhile 
contribution.

In this connection I hope that you will undertake a short, concise 
paper dealing with the Rocky Mountain and Central Interior of B.C. Tour 
experience, over the past few years in both areas, makes you very well 
qualified to undertake this project. Fin. McKinnon agrees on this.

The title of the paper might take the form, ’'Historical Aspects 
and Pertinent Examples of Applied Silviculture - Rocky Mountains and the 
Central Interior of B.C.".

The paper should deal with the silvicultural results of our past 
forest policies and practices, and what is being done currently - by voluntary 
action, legislation or regulation - to extend the application of silviculture. 
Particular and more detailed reference should be made to outstanding examples 
of silviculture under present conditions. The approach should be objective.
As I see it a frank appraisal is wanted.

While your work has probably been largely of a research character, 
I feel sure that you have had an opportunity to observe some of the conditions 
resulting from early logging - in many cases fires may have wiped out the 
evidence. Harry Holman might be helpful on some of the early Rocky Mountain 
stuff.

It is proposed to publish the papers prior to the meeting. 
Therefore the Annual Meeting Committee want the papers in their hands by 
Aug. 1 5 . Mr. Charles A. Rowe, the Algoma Central & Hudson Bay Rly, Co.,
Sault Ste. Marie, Cnt. is Chairman.

Please advise me as early as possible. It may be that you are not 
a member of the C.S.F.E., but that does not matter in this connection.

Yours sincerely,
A .

1 A.P. MacBean _
Chairman, Silvicultural Committee;

C .S *F «E .



Forest Experiment Station 
Aleza Lake, B,G,
July 18, 1950

Mr, A,P, MacBean 
Parksville, B.C.

Dear Angus,

Will do suggested paper in about 1000-1500 
words.

Yours sincerely.

Lawrence A. deOruce 
Asst, Forester



P.O. Box 707,
Parksville, B.C, 

July 21st, 1950

ilr. L.A. de Grace,
Assistant Forester,
Forest Experiment Station,
Aleza Lake, B.C,

Dear Larry:

Tdanks for your note of July 18. I am very pleased 

that you will undertake that paper dealing with applied silviculture( 

George Allam at U.B.C. is doing one dealing with the Coast and

C.D. Grove-White, at Kamloops, is going to deal with the Southern 

Interior.

I hope that you will give as much attention as is 

possible to the past, even although it may be a history of failure 

largely. Forestry is a long-term proposition, so that it is 

important that there be a record for those who deal with the future.

With kind regards.

Yours sincerely, ^  r

LP. MabBean ̂

APM/eg
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A L L  C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  T O  B E  A D D R E S S E D  T O  T H E

C H IE F  F O R E S TE R

THE GOVERNMENT Of 
THE PROVINCE OF BRITISH C0UJM6IA

F O R E S T  S E R V IC E
RESMRCH DIVISION

V i c t o r i a ,  B.C.

August 7, 1951 

File: 051597

Mr. L, deGrace,
Forest Experi-ment Station,
ALEZA LAKE, B. C.

Dear Larry:

I understand you are doing some work In examination 
of cut-over areas In your region and 1 am attaching 
particulars of old experimental plots w d c h  you may not 
be acquainted with, but may possibly be interested in.
These plots have not been re-examined since establishment 
and the reserves on them were deleted from the maps in 
1937, so that some of the areas may not now be available. 
It is noted that the location of Plot 155 is now covered 
by a sub-division registry. Plots 154 and 156 are under 
crown grant but the pre-emption may not be active. Plot 
153 Is in area now under lease. We have complete^ 
notes taken when each of these plots were established 
and will be glad to send you the field copies of these 
if you are Interested.

Yours truly

E. H. Garman, 
Assistant Forester

EHG/arc

Enel



Penny, E.P. 155 - Spruce logged 1980, unburned ^ acre at S.W. corner of S.W. L5496
" " 154 - Logged and burned in 1920 in S-B.-.0, reburned 1926, 1 acre.
" " 156 - Logged and burned in 1920 in S-B, part reburned In 1986, 1 acre,

near S.W. corner, N.W. L5496.

Hutton E.P. 151 - Cutover S-B. after slash disposal in 1920 and accidentally reburned
1921, 1 acre, west of S.W. T.L.S77?P.

" " 152 - Unburned S-B cutover, 0.4 acres near S.W. T.L.8777P.
" " 153 - S-B preparatory to logging, logged and controlled brush disposal

in 1924, 0.6 acres S.W. of S.E. T.L.8781P.

LongworthEP.233 - Residual S-B after logging 1926. 21 circular plots of 20 ft. radius.
Examined 1934-1948. Approximately 1 mile west of Longworth Station.
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Sample plots in the prince george district

During the month of October, 1921, several sample plots 
were laid out in the Prince George District in various types.
From these plots is is hoped that from time to time data may be 
gathered which can be used as a basis for constructing growth and 
yield tables and for formulating a plan of systematic management.

The Forest of the Prince George District is not only 
uneven aged, but there is also a great variety of types and sites 
and the work done there was scarcely a beginning on what could be 
accomplished.

The great bulk of the timber in the District is mature 
and ready for the axe. Neither time nor opportunity offered the 
chance to make a thorough search of the District for even aged 
second growth stands resulting from burns or old clearing, and it 
is from such areas that the majority of the data should be 
collected.

Considerable logging has been done in this area, but un
fortunately of such recent date that as yet nothing can be deduced 
as to what the future of such areas may be.

Beneath parent stands, reproduction is almost universally 
of good density but unfortunately greatly suppressed and chiefly 
Balsam. On the cut banks along the grade of the G.T.P., Spruce 
reproduction has come in in dense patches under the direct rays of 
the sun, and shows much better growth than that under the shade of 
the timber.

Considerable of the logged areas have been burned over, 
either for brush disposal purposes, or else right of way clearing 
burns have overrun the logging slash.

Plots were laid out in both burned and unburned logging 
slash of varying parent stand type and site class based on 
topography and soil.
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^  The area of the plots varied in size, and all data is tab
ulated on the basis of plot area.

Boundaries were run with staff oompass and chain, corner
posts placed and marked as follows

F.B. (Forest Branch)
N.W. (North West Corner)
S.P. 5 (Sample Plot No. 5)

Each plot was tied in to an existing survey.
All trees were daubed and numbered consecutively with white 

paint, the diameter being measured between the daub and numbers.
The Diameter Age Tables are only approximate, for they axe

based on corapaxatively few measurements. A reliable table would 
neoeasitate meaisurement of a large number of trees and for this there 
was no opportunity. Age of trees of the same diameter, even when 
growing within a few yards of each other, varied greatly. For 
example on Plot if, a Spruoe stump D.I.B. of 2lf,2", showed an age of 
only IQif years, while a 20.9" and 2 3,9" showed 206, and 17*f years,
respectively, and one of only 11.1" showed 152 years.

PLOTS at HUTTON
Plots 1, 2 and 3» were laid out in the vicinity of Hutton 

in close proximity to the G.T.P. The Fraser River runs approximately 
North West throxigh a wide valley. The land gradually rises towards 
the North and East until reaching Hutton situated on a rolling bench 
about 100’ above the River. From Hutton North for about one mile 
there is a gradual rise in a aeries of low benches until the foothills 
of a mountain range are encountered, after which the rise is sharp up 
to about 3000' above the River. The wide valley of the Fraser gives 
at this point full exposure to the sun.

Climate in this vicinity shows a wide range throughout the 
year, varying from 30 degrees below in winter to 80 degrees above in 
summer. Precipitation is moderate, being about 30"j of which 50^ Is 
in the form of snow.



PLOTS AT PENNY

Plots 5 and 6 were laid out on the Ranger Station 
Reserve at Penny, B. C. This reserve area fronts on the Fraser 
River and extends north-east for one mile in a series of more or 
less level benches, the approach to whloh is either gradual or in 
low, steep jumps of from 20-50'. Red Mountain Creek cuts the area 
from north-east to south-west.

Just back of the Reserve are the foothills of a mountain 
Range, whloh eventually rises another 2500'. All these plots are 
open to full exposure from the sun.

The climate and precipitation in this area axe simllax to 
those at Hutton.

PLOTS AT FOREMAN

Plots g and 9 were laid out on the Government Reserve at
Foreman. This is an area of some 6 square miles, covered with
either pure Jack Pine or Spruce and Jack Pine.

Plots located were laid out in the Jack Pine type on a 
level seoondary bench 100' above the Fraser River. Soil of this 
bench is an inferior heavy clay, with little naturgj drainage, 
putting it in the No. 3 site class. Covering the clay is a half
inch layer of humus topped by a two to two and a half inch cover of
dense moss.

The climate of this area is similar to that of Hutton and 
Penny. Winter sets in in November and lasts through until the end 
of April.

Precipitation is slightly lower than that of the other two
areas, averaging only 20", half of which is in the form of snow.

While working on the above sample plots the following 
points were noted:

A. Spruoe and Spruce-Balsam type - All Sites
1. Broadcast burning for brush disposal is an undesirable 

method because:





(a) The humus and seeds of the Spruce and Balsam 
remaining in the duff are destroyed, humus ^ 
gmd ground litter being the natural seed 
beds for tbese species.

(b) Reproduction and young forest growth are des
troyed.

(o) Standing trees which might have acted sis seed 
trees are destroyed, or so damaged by fire 
that their usefulness as a source for seed is 
gone.

2, Spruoe will reproduce on any site, either coming in under 
the parent stand on a moist bed of humus and moss, or on the fresh 
exposed mineral soil of the railway grade. Reproduction beneath 
the parent stand shows very great suppression, showing only a 
height of ten feet and diameter of 1-1^" at the age of 40 years.

3 . Balsam reproduction being able to reproduce and establish 
itself under even a more dense shade than the Spruoe, gives every 
evidence of being the chief tree of the future stand. On all sites 
Balsam forms frcai 70^ up of the reproduction, with the exception of 
the moist valley bottom site on which the percentages are reversed 
and Spruce forms 10$ of the reproduction.

if. Leaving the brush as cut without burning is also undesirable, 
for although seed trees are at hand and the desired seed-bed is ob
tained, there is over a large portion of it (20-30^) such a layer of 
brush that reproduction would be eliminated from covered area, and 
young growth present at time of logging damaged beyond reoovery.

B. Jaok Pine Type
1. This type occupies the most unfavourable sites aind poorest

soils.
2. Jaok Pine does not reprocJuce benoath its own shade.
3. Excellent reproduction was found on a burned over area, so it

is concluded that fire is a necessary instrument for opening the
coarse, tightly closed cones stnd preparing a desirable seed-bed of 
exposed mineral soil.

if. Germination is a drawn out process. Plot No. 7 ^as burned 
over 9 or 10 years ago; no seed tree was within 1000’; therefore, the 
reproduction must have come from the seed present at the time of the 
fire.



Germination rate shows as follows

1st year 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
5th year 
bth year 
7th year 
gth year 
9th year
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ta b le . 1

DIFFERENCE IN INCHES BETWEEN D.B.H. AND D.I.B. STUMP

D.B.H.

9.0
10.0
11.0
12.0
13.0
14.0
15.0  
16.0
17.0
16.0
19.0
20.0 
21.0 
22.0
23.0
24.0
2 5 .0
26.0
27.0
26.0

D.I.B.
Stump

Difference Basis No

9.0 2
10.2 0.2 511.0 — 10
12.0 — 10
12.9 0 .1 10
14.1 0 .1 10
15.0 10
15.8 0 .2 1516.6 0.4 10
17.4 0.6 10
16.3 0 .7 10
19.6 0.4 10
2 0 .6 0.2 10
2 1 .7 0 .3 10
22.7 0 .3 10
2 3.2 O.S 6
2 4 .5 0 .5 8
25.9 0 .1 5
26.3 0.7 5
2 7 .4 0.6 3

Baaed on tbs Measurements of
161 Spruce trees at Hutton and Aleza Lake, B. C.

To arrive at the volume of the original stand on the plots 
in out-over areas, a sttimp cruise was the cnly means which wculd be 
employed; and a3 many of the stumps were without bark, tlM measure
ment was made inside bark throughout. The above table was prepared 
from the measurements of 161 felled trees to show the slight error 
arising from such a cruise, the error being on the conservative side.



D.B.H.
Cordwood Table

Solid
Cubic
Feet

Meroh.
Length
Feet

Board Measure Table
16 •Volxime

Board
Feet

Ho. 
Logs

I
I
9

10
II 
12

U
1516
II
19
20 21 
22

i25
27
2g
29
30

0.8
1.73.0
6.0  9.2

12.6
16.0
20.5
25.0
30.0

m
48.2
55.5
63.0
7 0 .5
78.0
85.0
92.0

i i i §
121.0128.5
m
151.0

24

i

68
2^8082
84
87
90

100
102
103
104
105 108
109
110 111 112 
113 
115

100
125
150
180
220
260
300
340

460
^95

Ip
6 ^
TOO
735

12
2
2
3
I
4 
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
i

Based on Measurements of 400 felled trees at Aleza Lake 
and Hutton, B. C.

Cordwood - Minimum Top 4"
Saw-timber " " 6"
Stump Height - 2 ‘.

This volume table was prepared by Mr. MoVlokar for use in 
the Fort George District, and was used for computing the stump 
cruise of cut-over plots and also for computing the volume of timber 
still standing on the plots.



D, B( H.
Cordwood

Solid
Ctiblo
Feet

Meroh.
Length

Board Measure 
Board feet No. l6' Logs

I  
10

u
15
16
I I
19
20 21 
22

u
25

6.5
9.0

12.0
15.0
18.0 
21.0  
26.0 
3 2 .5

.0
5.0

55*0
60.0
66.0
75.0
85.0
9b.O

105.0
116.0 
126.0 
13if.O

p
ti
70
75
P80
85
90
90
95

100
100
105
110

60

i n

200
2if0
290
330
SO

500
560
§30
690
750

12
2
3
3
3
3
I
If
if
if
5
5
5
5
5
5

Based on Measurements of 3if felled trees in the Interior. 
Cordwood - Minimxim Top if"
Saw-timber " " 6 "
St\omp Height - 2 ’.

This table was prepared for use in the Fort George District, 
the measurements being obtained at Swift Creek. It was utilized for 
computing the volume of original stands and timber remaining on plots.



TABLE'

12
I

I
10
II 12
II

JACK PINE - h e i g h t-age VOLUME TABLES

D.B.H. Height Age. Data Oubio Feet
in Feet from Plot

No. 8.

11 0.1
16 0-321 O.b
28 1.2
32 2.6

4.6
46 7.8
54 11.014.2

17.6
81 2 0 .592 2^.0

105 24.6
122 26.0

Based on Measurements of felled trees and windfalls 
at Foreman, B. C.

This table was derived from the curves shown in Figures 
3 and 4, constructed ftom measurements of felled trees and wind
falls at Foreman, B, C.
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TABLif 5

I

9
10
11
12

Spruoe Balsaffi

1 6
2 12

26 
33

I  52
I I
Vs 
61 
85

15 89
16 93
17 96
18 99 10
19 102 10
20 lOif 10
21 107 10
22 109 10
23 111 10
24 lllf 8
25 116 8
26 117 5
2 7  119 5
2g  121 3
29  122
30 12lf -

D.B.H, Height No. Trees Height No. Trees
Feet Feet

10If 18 2
2 25 -
- 31 2
1 1- ^3 -

lf9 32 56 i
2 61
5 66 2

10 7 ; 2
10 70 8
10 82 If
10 9
10 9̂ -
15 97 510 100

Figure 1 aocompanies this Table and was based on measure
ments of felled trees for D.B.H. of 12" and over, and below that on 
measurements of standing trees obtained by Hypsometer.
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AGE OF SEEDLINGS AND YOUNG GROWTH

Height

0- 6" 
6 - 12 "  

12-18" 
18-24"

u :
7- 8 *
8- 9'
9-10* 

10- 11* 
11- 12 » 
12-13 •
13-14*
14-15*

Spruce
AGE

Balsam Jack Pine

3 4 1
7 10 2

11 15 3
14 4
18 24 522 28 0
26 30 7
30 33
3^ -
U

—
44 42
^7 44 —

46
48 -

55 50 -
57 51 -

The age-height table for Spruce and Balsam is derived 
from Figure 5 . The bases for the ourves were obtained by a ring 
count of seedlings and young growth cut at ground level in the 
vicinity of the plots. Spruce and Balsam seedlings of the same 
height were found to vary 2 - 8  years, although growing within a 
few feet of each other and apparently growing under similar con
ditions.

The growth of Jack Pine seedlings based on height was 
found to be so regular that a curve was not considered necessary.
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A
TABLE 7

DIAMETER-AGE TABLE FOR SPRUCE AND BALSAM

AGE
D.B.H. Spruce Balsam

1 552 50
I

2^6 81
7 8S8 9^
9 100

10 105
11 112
12 113
13 123
14 128
15 135
16

il 147
19 15320 155
21 163
22 168

^73
24 177
25 181
26 185
27 189
28 191
29
30

The curves of Figure 2, from which this table was made, 
were based upon measurements obtained from stump analyses and total 
age of stumps found on the plots located at Hutton and Penny, and 
also from tbs ring count of young growth cut down in the vicinity 
of the plots.
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A L L  C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  T O  B E  A D D R E S S E D  T O  T H E

C H IE F  F O R E S TE R

V i c t o r i a ,  B.C.
THE GOVERNMENT OF 

THE PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

F O R E S T  S E R V IC E

April 12, 1957

Mr. T. P. Decie,
c/o Aleza Lake Experimental Station, 
B. C. Forest Service,
Prince George, B. C.

Dear Sir;

We wish to bring to your attention that dioring the forthcoming 
Forest Svirveys field season, a Regeneration Survey will be carried out in 
the Prince George District.

Work will commence in the Willow River P. W. C. area, and is 
expected to be completed in this area by mid June. Further surveys will 
then be carried out from Giscome, east to the Fraser River and vicinity, 
lasting until the end of July. Base camp for this work will be located 
at Aleza Lake. Upon completion of the above two areas, it is anticipated 
that work will then be centered in the Crooked River P. W. C. and Stuart 
Lake area.

Field men are expected to be arriving in Prince George by Kay 
7th with a total of seven men assigned to the work.

Trusting I shall be able to contact you upon arrival in 
Prince George during the week of May 6th to 10th, regarding this proposed 
work.

Jenrs truly

3n M. Fenton, 
for H. MA Pogue,

Fore’lster i/c,
Forea;^ Surveys Division.

Q1F;sv
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The Chief Forester,
Victoria, B.C.

Attention Forest Surveys Division, G.M. Fenton.

I was glad to learn from your letter of April 12th that a 
regeneration survey will be conducted during the summer in this District.

I expect to be in Prince Goerge diaring the week of 6th to 
10th and will look forward to meeting you then to discuss this survey.

lours truly,

T. P-Decie,



A L L  C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  T O  B E  A D D R E S S E D  T O  T H E  

C H IE F  F O R E S TE R

THE GOVERNMENT Of 
THE PROVINCE Of BRITISH COLUMBIA

j(ftRlll95T
C F P W e T O R iA . B.C.

F O R E S T  S E R V IC E March 7, 1957

File; OI30550 - E

District Forester,
B. C. Forest Service,
Prince George, B. C.

Attention; Mr. W. Young

Dear William;

Since Denis Glew has been talking to you, I assume you are familiar 
with the study he has asked us to carry out on cut-over lands in Prince George 
on 100 specific areas.

Right now we are polishing up the crystal ball (with which you are 
also familiar) and plaiming our methods for the work. Actual data cind measure
ments required to answer the problems as given to us present no great problem.
However, as is often the case, size of sample and intensity of sampling which
would be most suitably applied in the study, are the critical decisions 
to make. We, at first, thought that many small samples (e.g. 100, 1/20 acre 
plots) per cut-over unit might be a good basis to work on. However, N. Mason 
favours the other extreme of a few large plots (e.g. 4 or 5, 2 acre plots). We 
will have to reach our decision by considering all factors with which we are
to be involved and, no doubt, as the work progresses, make suitable revision.
However, before we get started this summer, I would appreciate it if you could 
jot down your ideas on the size and intensity problem as I outlined it and send 
them to me. I would rather set the project up by basing some of our approaches on 
opinions of people most familiar with the areas than just huge guesses on my part. 
No doubt, we should become more familiar with areas ourselves before we start out, 
but it is often just as well to get started out on the best possible basis and 
make revision as necessary.

I hope you can find a few moments to write a few notes on this subject.
Bill, and if so, they will be much appreciated.

Best regards to all in Prince George.

for;

Yours truly.

Carl Highsted,
H. M. Pogue,
Forester,
Forest Surveys Division.

CH;fl



cChief Forester,
Victoria, B. 0. 5.,

0130550 - E 
M, Silv. Sup.

Attention Forest Surveys DIt . - C. H. Highsted.

Your assumption in your letter of March 7th. 1957 that we are familiar with the 
study planned on cut-over lands in the Prince George Forest District is not quite trae.
However your letter has clarified the situation considerably and we are very pleased to 
hear that such a project is being undertaken.

There are quite a number of points that are somewhat hazy at the moment, namely, is
this study to be undertaken only on sales that have received some form of stand treatment?
If not, I assmne that you intend sampling all combinations of cutting methods, including
the various diameter limits,

V/hat is the objective? Is it a regeneration study only or will you try to da tain 
the complete answer as to the increased increment that may be expected on pairtially cut 
aireas.

I bring this latter point up since from all accounts it apjiears that you are interested 
in expired sales only, Don't you think that in order to get the complete answer on partial 
cut areas, that the plots should be put In immediately following marking and prior to 
logging. Only in this manner could you c<»ie up with an estimate of stems lost through logging 
damage and windthrow. While it would be nice to come up with a figure on these partially 
cut areas of a certain percentage stocking and an increment of "x" cu, ft. per acre per 
year, this is only part of the story since the volume loss during and immediately following 
logging must be considered when assessing these areas. It seems to me, therefore, that rather 
than lay out permanent plots in expired sales, they should be laid out in the virgin stand 
prior to logging and a ccwiplete record kept from start to finish.

With regard to your comments on plot sizes, I haven't too much to add, I would 
think, however, that a system of plots designed to provide any answer regarding regeneration 
should be many in number and small in size, rather than the two acre plots that has been 
suggested to you. Possibly one-quarter acre plots would have merit, especially frtsn the 
point of ease of re-<aeasurement,

I hope that these ccmiments will be of some help, and I will be looking forward to 
discussing this project with you in a couple of weeks when I am in Victoria, This type of 
study is very desirable and you can be assured that we will co-operate with your crews in 
every way possible.

I will pass your letter on to Tim Decie, and he will urxioubtedly be forwarding his 
consents to you.

W, Young,
Assistant Forester,

WT/rt
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SUMMARY OF STOCKING %

LAYER N.S. (Species) STOCKED (Species) OVERSTOCKEDt Total Total
1 1 c. Tot 1 2 Tot 1 2 Tbt 1 2 Tbt 1 2 Tbt 1 2 Tot 1 2 T0I 1 2 rot

TREES I
j POLES
; REGEN.

LAYER DIAGRAM

TREES 
POLES 
REGEN.

0 10 20 30 1+0 50 60 70 80 90 100
I C O  90 80 70 60 50 1+0 30 20 10 0

% HORIZONTAL AREA

SUMMARY OF AREA CONDITION (Based on
Seed Source Windfall Slash Woody

Vee
Herbadonifi

Vee Surface Plantability Snags
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 Tot.

CHI
1 1__

KEY

WINDFALL
SLASH 
WOODY VEG. 
HERBACEOUS \'EG.

SEED SOURCE
1 0-5 chains
1 6-10 chains
3 11-15 chains
1+ 15-+- chains
PIANTABILITY
2 Not plantable due to dense debris, slash, snags.
3 Net plantable due to rough, steep, or rocky ground.
1+ Not plantable due to isolation, small area.
5 Not recommended for planting, will restock naturally.
6 Plantable, good ground.
7 Plantable, sparse, brushy, deciduous cover.
8 Plantable, considerable debris, slash, snags.
9 Recent logging or burning (I-5 years), requires future examination.

Amount of Surface Covered
1 Light 0-30jf
2 Medium 31-60^
3 Heavy 6ljC+



■ SAMPLING MANUAL ■ t ■+ , ■ :
Part II Section 13 Regerieration Sampling

Provincial inventory statistics must contain some estimate of the degree 
and condition of re stocking on areas from which the original forest cover has been 
wholly or partially removed through logging, fire, wind-damage, etc., or combinations 
of such causes. The survey method laid out herein, is designed to produce an esti
mate of the degree and condition of re stocking, plus additional data with jpespoct 
to reforestation possibilities on areas as described above.
A. Sample Design

Sampling in these areas will be accomplished by laying out a systematic 
sample of throe concentric, circular plots, one each for a sample of the regeneration, 
the pole-size troos, and the larger trees. Each unit being sampled must contain not 
less than 100 plots, and not more than 250 plots. Those plots should be at inter
vals of not less than 2 chains, but not more than 10 chains on lines which are at 
least 5 chains apart, but not more than 20 chains apart. Further, each area must 
be traversed’by at least two lines of plots. Intervals, and number of plots must 
bo chosen to give a fair coverage to the area. For example, two lines,: of plots, 
designed to fall within limits given above, and placed at one side of an area, are 
not adequate. Intervals must bo adjusted, within the given limits, so that all the 
area is traversed by linos of plots. Linos should run at right angles to the general 
contour plane. Any reasonable departure from these instructions can be made under 
conditions where they do not result in a good sample coverage of the area, so long 
as tho party chief has good reason for making the variation and has received per
mission from his supervisor to make any departure.
B. Plot Size

Plot sizes and diameter limits to which they are applicable are given in 
the following diagram and table.
Plot SizG 
(Acros) 

1/1000 
1/250 
1/100

Plot Radius 
(foet)
3'. 7 
7.5 

11.8

D.B.H.'Limit
up to and including 3.0" inches
3.1 inches to 9.0 inches
9.1 Inches and over

— -l/lOOO.acre, 3.7’ radius, trees 3.0"
“ ..  1/250 acre, 7.5' radivis, trees 3.1"-

9.0"
” " ■ .. 2/100 acre, 11,8* radius, trees 9.1"+;

Diagram of plot sizes used for rogonoration s l u *v o v .



has no treo of that layer in it, it is not stocked. If it has one tree of that 
layer in it, it is stockod and if more than ono tree of that layor in it,' it is 
overstocked. Tho stocked and overstocked conditions must bo further broken down 
by ro.cordihg species present and it pathological class. Sample trees in each layer 
are also' required., • The plot data is recorded on the Regeneration Survey Field 
Sheet (SD28) and Summarized to the Regeneration Survey Summary Sheet (SD29), ■ Each 
of these sheets, and the methods used for filling in the required data.will be 
doscribod, .

1. Regeneration Survey Field Sheet 

 ̂ . ( a  ) Front of Sheet

Project enter name of project. .
X/ R. No, - Enter standard inventory reference region number,

: C. No, enter standard inventory reference compartment,
number. ,. ^

Tie: Strip begins enter description of beginning of strip, e.g. 10
chains W, of 100 chains on strip 6,

On Photo ontor on photo number on which tho start of strip is ;
marked,. '

" , Date enter date, e.g. Juno 15, 1957.
' ' ' Tallyman. , enter name qf senior tallyman on the strip,.

Sheet of enter number of sheet used for the' strip -and total
■ number of sheets used for tho strip, e.g. 1 of 1 or
1 of ̂3,, 2 of 3, 3 of 3.

Tally Section, The main body of this shoot is dcvided into sections for 
plot location, plot size, stocking condition in each of the three layers, and for 
sample trees.

In the plot location section, tho tallyman must enter plot number and its 
position by chainago on the strip. Plot locations will be numbered consecutively
from one on each project area and though the plot is not actually located at an.; 
oven chainago poTnt it will be recorded as such. For example;

Plot No. ” Chain oniStrip

1 5 (not 4.90)
2 10 (not 9.90)

Plot sizes are presently standardized to l/lOOO acre for regeneration, 
1/250 acre for pole-size. and l/lOO acre for troc size layers and these figures will 

„ be entered into tho plot-sizc spaces.

Stocking condition in each of tho three layers will be recorded in the 
columns provided. In the rogenoration layer, if a plot (l/lOOO acre) contains no 
■trees up to and including 3.0, inches D.B.H., a check is placed in the N. S. column. 
If ono tree of the given D.B.H. limit is on tho plot, then enter standard species 
symbol for that troc in the S. T. column. If more than ono tree of the given D.B.H 
limit is on tho plot, enter the species symbol for tho species which is dominant in 
numbers on the plot area. Only established seedlings sho\ild be considered, that is, 
do not base tho stocking condition on one or two year old germinates whoso survival 
is as yet not certain.



C. Sample Survey-

Standard procedures, using hand compass, topographic abney and tape vdth 
trailer, will be applied in running strips on theso projects. Kipping detail will 
bo recorded in tho space provided on the back of the Regeneration Survey Field 
Sheet (SD28), Detail will be as required in Part II Section 7 of tho Sampling 
Manual, plus other detail which will be described further in this section.

A suitable tie point must be established for the first strip nin in an 
area. This point may bo a lot corner or well-defined photo point and will be marked 
on the ground by blazing a large tree on foiir sides at that point and marking it 
with; Reg. Surv., D a t ^

Start Strip 1 . .
N. 30 E.
B . C . F . S .

If no tree is available at the chosen tie point, a squared post, at least 
4- inches square must be sot in the ground and marked with the data as above. This 
primary tie point will be pin-pointed on tho appropriate air photo, and marked with 
tho same data (except B. C. F. S.), as placed on the tie tree. All subsequent •
strips must be tied into the first strip and any additional'tie points that can be 
idpntified on the air photo, along or at the ends of strips, must be pin-pointed on 
thor-air photo and noted on the compass shoot. If there are good secondary tie 
points vrhich do not actually fall on the lines being run, then they must be used for 
"tie points by chaining to them from some known point on -the lines and making record 
of such ties on the compass shoot and air photo, e.g. ?NW cor. L. 1583> 10 ‘N30W
from 200 chcains on strip 4.."

,i ■ ■

Plots'will be established along tho linos at intervals sot to meet tho 
specifications given in, A. Sampling Design. However the actual centre for the 
sample will bo placed 10 links back along the line from where the chainage point 
for that sample falls. Since the plots are small, their setting back will avoid, 
unnatural disturbance of the plot area from the marking of the chainage point by * 
the head chain man. For instance if a regeneration plot is to bo placed at the 20 
chain point along a lino, it will actually bo established in the field at the 19.90 
chainage point. ,.,

Plot centres will not require a permanent marker, trees will not be tagged, 
nor will plot boundaries be marked with string. However, plot radii should be 
measured with a scale fast tape or a straight stick acciarately cut and notched with 
tho correct distances for tho required radii.

Details of the sample siirvey are to be plotted to field office maps, 
which will be standard 4-0 chains to the inch, inventory cover maps. These maps must 
show the location of strips and plots and the boundaries of tho area sampled. The 
data necessary for drawing up the map of tho samples, and the area sampled, shoiold 
be available from the compass sheet record and tho air photographs.

D. Sample Record

Sampling in each of the concentric plots at a point will consist of recording 
whether the‘plot is net stocked, stocked or overstocked. If a plot for one layer 
(tho layers are reg neration, l/lCOO acre, pole-size 1/250 acre, tree-sizo l/lOO acre)



Yellow pine Py
Larch L
Cottonwood Cot
Rod Alder D /
Broadleaf Maple Mb ^
Birch Bi
Aspen A

‘-' ‘’'Standard species symbols are;

Douglas fii* " F
Western rod cedar " C
Western hemlock H
Balsam (Abies‘Spp) B "
Spruce ‘ ‘ S /
Yellow cedar Cy
V/hitc pine Pw
Lodgepole pine PI ✓

N.B. Only those species listed arc tallied, and standard symbols must be used.

The. procedure for recording stocking condition on the plots for the polo- 
size and trce-sizc layer is similar to that for the regeneration layer. However a 
further break-down is required in the pole and tree layers. In these layers, tho 
trees of the stockod and .overstocked plots must be classified into tree class 1 or
2, A tree in class 1 has no external evidence of decay while a tree in class 2
exhibits one of the following evidences of decay, viz., conks, old scars, fork or 
crook, dead or broken top, (Complete description of these characteristics are given 
in Tart III, Section 5 of thie Pfenual). A further variation in the polo and tree 
layers occuros in the- overstocked category whore the species symbol recorded will 
bo fob the species occupying tho most space (i.e. largest trees with widest crowns) 
rather than for tho species with the most number of stems. It is possible of course
that "most space" will also bo " the most number of stems",,however, space occupied
will bo the criterion in choosing the species symbol to record in overstocked plots.

For each group of twenty plots (the number which space permits on the 
tally sheet) at least two sample trees from each layor must be taken. Data required
for ..each sample tree is species (SP) D.B.H. (D), total height (H or Ht) and total
ago. Note also-that plot number and chainago for each sample treo must bo recorded,.
It is important■that sample tr..os arc representative of their respective layers on
the area being sampled and do not necessarily have to be taken on the plot area. 
Therefore, if a sample troc is taken off a plot the plot number space will be left 
blank. Field men should bo trained to estimate heights up to 25 feet but tailor 
trees must bo measured with abney and qhain using standard procediires. Ages of 
small trees, up to six inches D.B.H., arc bost,obtained by cutting into the tree 
at groiind level, so that the annual rings can bo counted.

Lower Margin; enter strip number, direction and project number as indicated.J
•■(b) Back of Sheet

The back of the sheet is in two main sections. Tho first section is a 
standard mapping sheet or strip on which tho survey data is recorded; that is 
start of strip, tie of end of strip, strip direction, abney reading and mapping 
detail (type lines, topographic featiires).

The second section.is laid out giving space for recording data applicable 
to reforestation possibilities as assessed along the strip. Generally, this assess
ment should be made at ten chain intervals, based on observations made while 
chaining along a ton chain section.of strip. The observed data then, would apply to



tho last ten chains passed through. The data would be recorded along the lines 
which extend from the 10 chain marks on the mapping sections, except in the case of 
tho 4,0 chain point where the data must be recorded just below tho line. If there 
are significant changes in one or more of the items listed between 10 chain inter
vals then the field men may make their assessment to suit the condition. For instance, 
if a stripy, star)̂ ed,n't; 9 chains, and ran into heavy, continuous windfall at the 15 
chain point, then t^c^^-sscssmont should be made there, and would be representative 
of the last 5 chains" (rather than 10 chains) passed through. The next assessment 
(assuming the windfall continued) would bo made at the 20 chain point, and be 
representativc of the. last 5 chains (i.e. 15-20 chains), and the next assessment 
after that, would bo at the 30 chain point and would bo representative of the last 
10 chains’ (i.e. 20-30 chains).' Tho principle should be to keep tho assessment 
applicablG to 10 chain intervals, except whore marked and continuous changes in 
condition occur.

Explanation of each item to be assessed follows. Note that each item must 
be accounted for either by entering the appropriate number or zero.

Seed source: enter distance from seed source by code number (1-4.) as 
given at tho right side of the sheet. Effective seed source 
may bo taken as one or a group of trees larger than 9.1 
inches D.B.H.

Windfall: (i)’ enter' amount of ground surface covered by windfall by
code number (1-3) as given at the right side of the 
sheet under "Amount of Surface", y

(ii) ont'or average height in feet that tho windfall lies 
above the ground. If it is all practically flat" on 
the ground, enter zero.

Slash; (i) enter amoiint of ground surface covered by logging slash 
made up of pieces 4- inches or over in diameter,

(ii) enter average height in feet that the slash lies above the 
ground.

Woody Vegetation: (i) enter amount of ground surface covered or
shaded by foliage of plants, which do not die 
back in the fall and winter months, e.g. vaccinium, 
slide alder.

(ii) enter average height in feet of the woody vege
tation.

Herbaceous Vegetation (i) enter amound of ground surface covered by 
foliage of plants which do die back in the 
fall and winter months, e.g. bracken, fire 
weed, grasses.

(ii) enter average height in feet of the herbaceous 
vegetation.



Siirface:; (i) Classify the ground into one of the three codes given
. - , ■: , under "Surface" at the fight of the sheet,

- (ii) enter depth in inches of duff layer (code 3) if the ground 
is so classified.

• • •

Smgs: (i) enter number of snags per acre in the chainage interval
.being classified. This figure may be arrived at by making
a dot tally of snags observed on a strip 1 chain wide (l/2
chain on either side 'of line while running the line. A 

' strip 1 chain by 10 chains equals 1 acre, - , .

(ii) enter estimate of average D.B.H. of snags on. the strip to
the nearest two inch class, Ic. 4> 6, 8, 10, 12 etc,

A dead tree at least 10 feet tall and 4 inches in D. B. H. is a snag,

Plantability; enter appropriate code number as given at the right side
of the sheet, which best describes the planting possibilities 

, on the interval being assessed.

These codes are;

X

- 2, Not plantable d^e to dense debris, slash, snags.

3. Not plantable due to rough, steep, or rocky ground,

4. Not p].antable due to isolation, small area,

5. Not recommended for planting - will restock naturally,

6. Plantable - good ground.

7. Plantable - sparse, brushy, deciduous,

8. Plantable - considerable debris, slash, snags.

9. Recent logging or burning ( 1 - 5  years) - areas recommended for future
examination, •



2, Regeneration Soirvey Summary Sheet (SD 29)

‘ This sheet is deisigned to show a sxunmary of the stocking condition-on an 
area, as taken from the field data collected on the Field Sheet (SD 28)• Basically, 
this sheet will be worked up in the field office, and all the necessary data for 
it is available from the field sheets. However, the party chief or supervisor 
must become familiar with each area by photo and ground observation so that he will 
be able to make intelligent and useful remarks about any special conditions existing 
on the area that are not evident from the collected field "data.

(a.) Frcnb of sheet

The area identity data at the top of the sheet is filled in as described 
for the field sheet except.for the columns Misc. H. and H. D. The first of these. 
Miscellaneous History is filled in with one of the following applicable code numbers.

1. Unknown
2. Logging
3., Wind throw
' 4,’‘ Slides . . w
'5. Floods ■ .J/ ■

■ ■ 6. Defoliating insects .. ' 4.4
7. Cambium insects' h:
8. Fumes •. 'X'.i -.'i''
9o Diseases  ̂  ̂ •

10, Ice storm damage
11, land clearing ;
12. Old field cultivation . ■ '
13. Recent filling in of swamp - > .
■14, Recent alluvial deposit ’' ■
15. Retreat of polar ice ■ - - ‘
16. Burning
17. Burning, reburning j
18. Logging and burning ■ '•
19. Logging, burning and reburnlng
20. Windthrow and burning
21. Defoliating insects and burning 

'22. Cambium insects and burning
23, Fumes and burning - '
24, Disease and burning
25, Ice storm damage and burning 

' 26. Land clearing and burning
27, Logging and windthrow
28, Part logged - ties
29, Part logged - poles
30, Part logged - piling
31, Part logged - poles ties
32, Part logged - ties, piling
33, Part logged - ‘poles, piling
34* Part logged ” ties, poles, piling
35. Pre logged - small timber
36. Hand legging
37. Salvage logging
38. Clear logging
39. Selectively logged - merchantable
40* Selectively logged - marking ' '



.8,   , .

it- T'- /The, second, H, D,, History Date, is filled in with dato of disturbance as 
follows t . : . ; / ' r ,

..-t-'h va ■■■ , . . ' . ' '
r;;, - 1954 “ %  ' ' ' , , - ̂ , 1901,- 01 . . , ■ .
v;. .1900 - 01 ■ ■ ■ : . : ; .

1870 - 87 ■ : ,
18^7 - 86 '

The main body of the sheet is set out so that the field data can be recorded 
on It by dot tally (i.e. I.‘ = 4 '3= 10) and summarized by totals and per cent.
There is' d;. section for each layer. The first at the top of the sheet represents the 
'tTe© iayeT^(9.1"+) the s'ec'ond, the pole layer (3.1'V - 9.0") and the last one the 
regeneration layer (up to and including 3.0"). The stocking condition of each group 
of 3 concentric plots is summarized individually to this sheet.

The important features of the sheet are the three vertical double lines 
which separate sections of the layer sections. The first of the three double lines 
separates the not stocked and stocked pole layer and continues down through the 
regeneration layer. The second one separates the not stocked and stocked tree layer 
and continues down through the pole and regeneration layers. The third vertical 
double line separates the stocked and not stocked pole layer (under the stocked tree 
layer) and continues down through the regeneration layer.

In making the sample plot summary, a person must not cross a vertical 
double line in going from one layer to the next while dotting in the stocking condition 
of one sample area (i.e. 3 concentric plots). For example, if for one sample, the 
tree layer is not stocked, a dot is placed in the top. left section of the sheet.
Then if the pole layer were stocked, a dot would be placed, (under the appropriate 
species and tree class columns) in the stocked section of that layer, to the right 
of the first vertical double line. Finally if the regeneration layer were not stocked, 
a dot would be placed in the not stocked column for that layer, immediately to the 
right of the first vertical double line.

When all the plots for an area have .been summarized to the sheet, the totals 
and percentages for each layer are calculated and entered in the spaces provided.
The last two horizontal lines in each layer section are for totals and percentages 
respectively.

Total number of plots established in an area must be recorded, and also 
the total area in acres of the unit on which stocking Wras assessed (i.e. not plot 
area but total area of immature or N. S. R. forest type).

The Remarks section should be used by the supervisor or party chief to 
record any significant features of an area which he considers important. Special note 
should be made of reforestation possibilities and any indication of ecological changes 
taking place, i.e. excessive erosion, brush taking over, etc,

(b) Back of sheet
Three summaries are required on this part of the sheet. Procedure^ for 

each will be described.
The first summary is a simple copy of percentages calculated on the front 

of the sheet. The percentages in each layer must total to 100 per cent.



The second summary required is a layer diagram which will give a graphic 
illustration of stocking percentages in each layer. Note that species and tree class 
are not represented in this diagram; only percentages of totals are required. In 
the layer diagram, the stocked and overstocked percentages are represented by cross 
hatching, while the not stocked percentages remain unhatched. A diagram of the method 
for making up a layer diagram is given below.
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4f,.. 10,
' The .steps taken in making up the diagram ares ...

1,. ' Tree‘Ihjrhr - from the left, mark off the percentage of not-stocked plots., ' / 
■ ' The remainder of the space in this layer represents the stocked' .

and over-stocked plots, and is cross hatched.

2, Pole layer - from the left, mark off the percentage of not stocked plots
;______  ■ in this layer, which occur with plots not stocked in the tree

layer. From this first point mark off the percentage of plots 
stocked and over-stocked first occurring with plots not stocked 
in the tree layer and second occurring with plots stocked and 
over stocked in the tree layer. These two percentages are 
shown as one continuous cross hatched portion in the pole 
layer of the diagram. The remainder of the space in this 
layer represnets the percentage of plots not stocked in the 
pole layer occurring with stocked or over-stocked plots in the 
tree layer, and i-s left blank.

3. Regeneration layer - from the left, mark off the percentage of plots of
this layer which are not stocked, and occurring with
plots not stocked in the pole and tree layer. The
space representing this percentage is left blank.

Next, mark off the percentage of plots of the
regeneration layer which are stocked , • .
and over stocked and occur with (a) plots not stocked 
in the pole and tree layers and (b) with plots stocked 
and over-stocked in the pole layer but not stocked in
the tree layer. These percentages (a) and (b) are shown
as one continuous cross hatched portion.

The third percentages to mark off are those of 
the not stocked plots of regeneration layer occurring 
with (a) plots stocked and over-stocked in the pole 
layer but not stocked in the tree layer, and (b) with
plots stocked and over-stocked in both the pole and
tree layers. The area representing these not stocked 
percentages are of course left blank.

The fourth percentage to mark off represent the 
plots of the regeneration layer which are stocked and 
over-stocked and occurring with (a) plots not stocked 
in the pole layer but stocked and overstocked in the 
tree layer and (b) with plots stocked and over stocked 
in both the pole and tree layers. These percentages 
are shown as a continuous cross-hatched section.

The final space represents the plots of the regeneration layer which are 
not stocked and occ+ir with plots which are not stocked in the pole layer but are 
stocked and over stocked in the tree layer. This portion is left blank.

An example follows.
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The third summary required on the back face of the Regeneration Survey 
Summary sheet is one of the conditions encountered and coded in ten chain (where 
possible) portions along the strips of the survey. Total chainage of each condition 
of each category must be filled in and its percentage of the total chainage calcu
lated.

For any area on which the stocking quality and condition has been assessed 
according to the procedures of this section, the complete record will consist of 
not more than thirteen field sheets, one summary sheet, and a map of the survey.
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MEASUREMENT OF EXTERNAL DAMAGE TO ROADSIDE TREES CAUSED BY 

TREE*LENGTH LOGGING.

An attempt was made to measure the amount of external damage incurred

by trees on skid roads KXKXBdx on T.S, X42765,caused by tree length logging.

Diameter;length & breadth of barkremovedjlength,breadth & depth of

wood exposed on trunk,butt and roots were recorded in inches,(N.B. Damage

due to falling was also recorded- in inches)

tittle difficulty was found in estimating damage on trunk and butt.

Roots posed a different problem,Quite often they had been chewed up and in

some cases had suffered damage below the ground,Another difficulty lay* in

the fact that the number of roots vary^d-from treetotree. Consequently the

number of roots damaged varied considerably,so that the individual root scars

were recorded for each tree.

Thus,although it may be possible to evolve a correlation between the 
to trunk and butt,

area of scar damag^nd decay which later enters the tree,the number of roots 

damaged may be of more importance than the actualarea of scar on a root 

or roots,

CONCLUSION:-it is probably necessary toconduct investigations in wounding

varying numbers of roots of trees of the same dimeter class to determine
simple

if this is a factor or not,before a/correlation between area of scar and 

subsequent defect is attempted,

/v. //.
W.H.Mulholland*

7̂ ^  j
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C o
DAMAGE TO RESIDUAL STAND ALONG SKIDAROADS 

CAUSED BY LOGGING.

An area whloh had been winter-logged approximately 10 years ago was 
Investigated. Twenty-eight Spruce trees which had been scarred on the lower 
trunk or butt were bored to determine defect.

In each ease.diameter of the tree.length.^readth.depth of sear were 
recorded in inches* Borings with an increment borer were made through the 
centre 4 above & below the soer.Defeet was recorded in inches and a note 
made regarding the individual tree's crown form, fomage to roots was not 
investigated.

Itwas found that in twenty <wt of the twenty-eight trees examined, 
ther was no evidence of decay. Ofthe remaining ei^t.two had incipient hearty 
rot only(the other six had from one to three inches of rot.It is not known 
if the rot in these six trees entered at the scar or came in at some other 
source.

Three trees were examined in swamer-logging idiichwas also ten years 
old. Same procedures as above were carried out.Allthree trees were sound.

niis investigation does not take into aecount the possibility that 
Spruce damaged ten years ago may have died and fallen-down before this examinatJPtf* 
was made*

V.H.Mulholland.



MEASUREMENT OF SXTUUIAL DAMAGE TO RQADSir S TREES OAUSSD BY 

TRESGLENGTK LOOQINO,

An waa made to meaeura the amount of external damago inourrod
by troea on okld roado nDtaadx on T,S, X42765,eauaod by tree length l^lng« 

Diameter{length A breadth of barkreaOTed|length,breadth 4 depth of
I

wood expoood mi truidc,butt and roots woro roeordod in lnchoo*(N»B* Î uBogo
due to falling waa also reowdad- la inehos)

Ibittle dlffieulty Has found in oatimatlng damago on trunk and butt*
Roots posod a different problem*Quite often thay had been chewed up and in
sane eases had suffered damage below the ground,Another dlffieulty Igyo in
the faet that tha number roota varysi-from treetotree, OoBsequmatly the
number of roott damagod variad eeosidorably,so that the individual root soara
vero recorded for ea<di troo*

Thuo,although it may be possible to evolve a aorrelatlcm between the 
to trunk and butt^

aroa ot scar damagqind deeay whiah latsr entera tho trea,Uio amaber of roots 
dsmaged may be of moro importaBOO than tha actualaroa of aear on a root 
or rooto*
CC»)CLl̂ ICBIi-it is probably neeasaary toooeduet invostlgatiorm in wounding
varying numbers of roots of troeo of the oarae dlmetar elaas to dotoimine

alaqplo
if thia is a taetor or not,boforo a/eorrelatian botweea area of ooar and 
aubaoquant dofaet la attsoptod*

V.B.Mulhollaiid«
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Title. The effect of damage to trees, bordering haul and skid-roada.
caused by skidding out timber

Objective. To produce a classification of damage to determine those trees 
that should be removed during the operation and those that can be 
left until the next operation over the area.

Preliminary work. Ruring the early suiumer of 1955 a survey will be made 
to determine the types and degrees of damage that are Incured.

This survey will be carried out on the damaged trees 
flanking the haul and skid-roads on T.S. X42?65 and X55791*

The following information on each damaged tree will 
be colleetedt

Species,

E.B.H.

Age,
Type of damage.
Area of bark soar, percentage of circufisPerence of tree 
from whloh bark has been removed, length and depth of 
wound to wood.

On co.'.pletion of these rccordsit willbe possible to summarise them 
and to determine the number of types of damage.and the degrees of 
damage within the various types.


